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• Offshore tax evasion is difficult to map due to
   the scarcity of available data.
• This honours thesis attempts to paint a picture
   of its geography.
• No dollar amounts are available, so number
   of nodes/edges serve as proxy measurements.

• Nodes are disproportionally located in the three largest cities.
• Nodes are clustered in high-income areas.
• Offshore tax evasion is significantly related to income
   inequality and finance employment at national scale.
• Traditional tax havens and former British colonies like
   Bermuda have the most connections with Canada.

• This is the first study of offshore tax evasion with
   quantitative analysis at the sub-national scale.
• More research and data is needed on this
   subject, as it remains relatively understudied.
• Geographic approaches can be used to find
   patterns and potentially craft policy.
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Case studies: tax evasion v.s. income in 3 largest Canadian cities

Research Questions Data What is offshore tax evasion?

• What are the spatial patterns of offshore tax
   evasion in Canada?
  
• Who are the major actors and where are they
   located? Why are they there?
  
• What are the major havens Canadians use?• What are the major havens Canadians use?
    
• How can we research tax evasion given its
   secrecy and lack of data?

• Companies and individuals avoid taxes by
   moving money out of its country of origin to
   a country with beneficial tax or secrecy laws.³

• These countries are known as “tax havens”.³

• Offshore tax evasion is often illegal.³

• Almost all activities are secret, and very little
   data is available on the subject.⁴   data is available on the subject.⁴

• Data are from the “Offshore Leaks” database
   compiled by the International Consortium of
   Investigative Journalists (ICIJ).¹
• Largest ever leak of tax haven data.¹
• 2 data types: Nodes (companies/individuals),
   and Edges (connections between nodes).
• I geocode (map) nodes using their addresses.• I geocode (map) nodes using their addresses.
• This data is the best source of information we
   have on offshore tax evasion.²
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